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STATEMENT 

 

 

[1] The CFMEU notified a request for Conference, by agreement with APS, on 17 

September 2019 regarding the calculation of RDO’s, paid leave entitlements and 

presentation on pay slips as per clause 29 and associated clauses of the “Australian 

Prestressing Services (Vic) Pty Ltd and the CFMEU (Victorian Construction and 

General Division) Rigger/Steel Erector Enterprise Agreement 2016-2018” (the 

Agreement). 

 

[2] The Panel held a Conference of the parties on 25 September 2019. 

 

 [3] Both parties outlined the difficulties in ensuring payslips and payroll processes were 

both compliant with the Enterprise Agreement and the Award as well as being clear and 

easily understood by employees. It was acknowledged that the present system and 
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payslips could be improved and that many other employers were struggling with this 

objective. APS had engaged a new payroll software provider ADP, whom it wanted to 

instruct, with the benefit of advice from the Panel, what might be described as a ‘best 

practice’ approach to these matters. 

 

[4] The dialogue identified that some real value was likely to arise if APS was to meet 

with the payroll folk at Caelli and Hickory, as suggested by the CFMEU. The purpose 

being to construct a draft pro forma payslip and Summary document upon which the 

parties can rely, that achieves both compliance and clarity of understanding by 

employees. Ideally this material could be utilised across the industry. 

 

[5] The parties agreed to make the necessary arrangements identified in [4] and to 

provide a report back on the outcomes at a further Conference set down before the Panel 

on Wednesday 9 October 2019 at 12 noon at the Panel’s premises. 
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